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There are few areas of state government more important to finances and operations than procurement. Although there are no aggregated figures for 50-state spending on goods and services, the importance of the state procurement function is demonstrated by the substantial sums posted by individual states. An audit several years ago in Arizona put procurement spending at $9.8 billion, about 27 percent of the total state budget. An October 2016 report from New Mexico’s Legislative Finance Committee estimated the slice of the budget spent on goods and services at as much as $13 billion out of a total budget of $18 billion.

What exactly is covered by the rubric of procurement? Most central procurement offices deal with the kinds of purchases that are utilized statewide, like furniture, motor vehicles, office supplies, temporary staffing services, and building supplies. Procurement can also be used to extend to major, contracted services like addiction support centers, health care services, complex technology and road construction. The latter group of services are more frequently decentralized, though state-wide offices often have some oversight. One of the key characteristics of state procurement is the wide variation in practice.

The appropriate use of data is key to running this part of government well. In 2015 and 2016, the National Association of State Procurement Officials, or NASPO, published a list of the top priorities for its members. Ranking priorities was a new exercise for the organization and in both years, the technology systems that supply data and the measurement of performance made the top 10 priority list. For 2017, they were listed in the third and fourth spot.

According to NASPO, good performance measurement and data analytics can help forecast future needs and measure the performance of vendors, which may impact future contracting decisions. It also provides greater transparency to the public on spending decisions, helps reduce prices, improves the state’s negotiating position with vendors and leads to changes in purchasing methods.
In Florida, performance measures were used last year to track the training of more than 3,000 individuals throughout the state in contract management.

This task, as directed by the Legislature, allowed the purchasing department to track the number of people who were trained and certified. By the end of December 2016, the department had achieved the Legislature’s requirements and remained on track to obtain its goal by resisting scheduling changes.\(^4\)

But measurement of the many different elements that go into procurement is far from simple, even if staffing is in place. Virginia is widely recognized for its long-standing use of technology to track its purchases. But, pinpointing what to measure can be complex. “I’m struggling about what to measure and then how to measure it,” said Virginia Procurement Director Robert Gleason.\(^5\)

With increasingly sophisticated technology systems and the ability to track thousands of data points, states are both awash in data and starved for ways to best analyze and utilize it. Improving the analytic skills and abilities of staff is a task every state in the country is working on. “Anyone who is operating in public procurement today has to use data analysis to be able to effectively procure for their customers,” Rosalyn Ingram, Florida’s chief procurement officer said.\(^6\)

One addition to the many other complications in measuring procurement is the fact that states buy many kinds of goods and services which cannot be measured in the same way. “All contracts are not alike and should neither be awarded nor measured nor managed in similar ways,” said Shelley Metzenbaum, a national expert in performance measurement and management and the associate director of performance and personnel management at the Office of Management and Budget under President Obama. “Buying laptops and paper is different than buying a new aircraft.”\(^7\)

**Opportunities for Improvement**

A 2016 procurement report from The Governing Institute analyzed both what states know about their operations and pinpointed the information that is lacking.\(^8\) The project, which will be repeated every three years, was led by Dugan Petty, senior fellow at the Governing Institute and the Center for Digital Government.\(^9\) Thirty-seven states responded to an in-depth fall 2015 survey with their comprehensive answers analyzed and assessed by three judges, including Petty and authors of this article. The study found that about three-quarters of the states compiled performance measurement information at least once annually and two-thirds said they utilized measures to inform their organizational and business practices. But overall, the study found the state of the art of performance measurement to be disappointing.

A third of the states in the Governing Institute study did not utilize a performance measurement system to drive or inform organizational procurement or business practices. While they may have had rudimentary performance measurement systems, a third did not share their metrics with stakeholders. Several other specific weaknesses stood out. One was the lack of customer satisfaction data, which was missing from more than half the states.\(^10\) “States were happy to represent that their customers were satisfied, but very few tended to survey their customers,” Petty said. Another clear weakness is only 35 percent of the states had formal systems to track vendor performance and share results.\(^11\)

One issue typical of performance measurement systems across government was that the measures used are frequently focused on the aspects of procurement that are easiest to measure: how long it takes to process a requisition, for example, or how many requisitions are processed. “That doesn’t equate to what improved outcomes are,” Petty said. “You can say, last year I processed this many transactions and this year I processed 15 percent more and it took 48 days instead of 50, but none of that tells you that you’re utilizing effective procurement solutions. They may be measuring, but are
they measuring the right things?"

In his recent procurement memo to national leaders through the National Academy of Public Administration, Harvard professor Steve Kelman selected a handful of critical issues that need special attention. As he and others have observed, in both state and federal procurement procedures, a lion’s share of attention goes to the award process itself. Often neglected is the post-award period of the contract and the oversight needed to make sure it’s delivering as expected. In the federal government, about 40 percent of discretionary dollars are spent through contracts. Yet, Kelman points out neither the government itself nor the public have solid information on how well procurement performs. The same can be said in many states.

**Signs of Progress**

Sophisticated data systems provide a promising tool to help states in the measurement task. E-procurement systems and increasingly sophisticated enterprise-wide technology provides states with the ability “to look at the data in a new and more robust way, which then allows state central procurement offices to develop measures that are easily trackable,” said Krista Ferrell, director of strategic programs for NASPO. While perfect solutions to measuring the success of procurement are not yet in sight, “the increase in the technological capacity has really moved the ball forward.”

A 2015 survey of its members by NASPO found that a little more than three-quarters of the 47 responding states had acquired e-procurement systems.

Some are quite robust. For example, Virginia’s procurement system provides a wide range of data that tells the procurement office how contracts are being used (or not.) “If there isn’t much traction on a contract, we can dial it back,” Virginia Procurement Director Gleason said. Or, if the data show that the contract is only being used by one agency, then it may require less horse power from the central state procurement office “and we can reallocate our scarce resources.”

There is, of course, enormous variation in the technological capabilities of the states. A little less than half of the states told the Governing Institute that they believed technology had improved efficiency and effectiveness while increasing accountability and integrity. Only 35 percent of states surveyed said they could rely on a “robust, up-to-date database of spending information, market metrics, benchmarks and other quantitative information.”

Of course, it’s not just the technology. Taking advantage of new tools depends on having a new kind of procurement professional who understands data analysis.

Georgia has been hiring data analysts to crunch the numbers and do market research. The state targeted young people with math backgrounds. The new team of data analysts were dubbed “mathletes”—a catchy and immediately understandable designation for employees who enjoy being labeled as math whizzes and have found themselves in high demand for their skills. In 2016, all four “mathletes” were promoted, two internally and two to new jobs outside the purchasing agency. Now a new team is in place. “They’re a tremendous support to us,” said Lisa Eason, deputy commissioner of purchasing in Georgia.

Two other important aspects of measurement and evaluation involve states’ efforts at benchmarking and their drive to solicit customer satisfaction information from both vendors and clients. For instance, Florida compares its performance to other large states. Chief Procurement Officer Rosalyn Ingram keeps a constant eye on the prices negotiated in Texas, New York and California. Her goal is to match or surpass their prices whenever she can and beat retail prices in Florida by at least 28 percent. How the state does against retail prices and how it compares to Texas, New York and California “gives me a great yardstick,” she said.
Challenges and Solutions

State procurement systems have been in an almost constant state of reform for about three decades. The ever-shifting ground, constant technology advances and their multiple conflicting missions provide ample complications for managers set on effectively measuring what they do.

One clear obstacle to staying abreast of data and technology advances is that technology is changing so rapidly that states can't keep up with the latest tools. “Technology is old in 10 months,” Ingram said. “We are grappling with that.”

Another key issue is building up support the procurement professionals get from the rest of government, as well as the support from decision-makers. Georgia’s Eason notes that one of her big problems is the data entry mistakes made by customers—the agencies that are using statewide contracts. Knowing exactly who is buying what products helps the state get the best price, as it increases negotiating power. When the codes for a purchase are entered incorrectly, that information is thrown off. “When they don’t do it correctly, we have to use multiple ways to decipher the data we get back,” she said. “It has a huge impact on us.”

To solve this problem, the purchasing office has worked closely with the largest agencies to improve coding and believes it has cut down the error rate by about half. Another tactic is to do audits of agencies to track how accurately they are coding. Attached to this idea is a plan to offer incentives to agencies that do a good job by sharing some of the rebates that come back from the state’s purchasing card program with agencies that have the best accuracy records.18

One key to getting support is building up the understanding of the part procurement plays—not just among procurement professionals, but among other government officials and agency staff outside of procurement workers. Many agency customers of central procurement offices still perceive the role of their procurement partners as fundamentally regulatory rather than having a strategic part to play in meeting an agency’s mission. In the Governing Institute survey, only about a quarter of states said that stakeholders perceived procurement to have a critical strategic function that can help reduce the overall cost of government.

One of the biggest obstacles to greater analysis of a state’s procurement information is simply the lack of time available to the procurement staff to engage in measurement, evaluation and analysis of what they do. In the Governing Institute study, 91 percent of respondents from 37 states said they were eager to develop and improve procurement methods, but nearly a quarter said their workloads kept them from trying new approaches, and about a fifth said workload kept them from doing market analysis.

Procurement officials know that evaluation of what they do is critical, but it can’t happen without outside support and it can’t happen just occasionally. “If that’s what you want consistently, you need a procurement organization that is focused on high value outcomes across the board,” Petty said. Beyond that, you also need a clear understanding of the importance of these issues outside of the procurement community. “If we want high performance organizations with effective outcomes, then the leaders in government need to set those expectations.”19
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